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Total Fraud Protection®

External
Threat Protection
A

No matter how secure internal systems are, the fact remains that most fraud attacks target end-users. Social media, mobile
apps, cousin domains, spoofed emails, and malware can all be used to carry out fraud. Proactively protect your organization
from all of them.

Constant protection from our Security Operations Center (SOC) that monitors and takes down
external threats targeting your company

Highlights
Proactive phishing attack detection and takedown by
consolidating millions of information sources across
Internet , including social media sites, blogs, forums, etc.

Alerts when your customer devices are known to be
compromised with malware

Email visibility to stop phishing attacks that spoof your
domain from reaching employees and customers

Proactive detection and takedown of fake mobile
apps imitating your company on third-party app
stores

could potentially be used to spoof your company

Social media monitoring for any accounts that are
using your company to trick customers

Do you have the time and
stop early stage fraud?
Let our trained team of experts
handle the external threats
targeting your company so you
can get back to creating
customer value!

tfp@cyxtera.com

www.cyxtera.com/tfp
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Total Fraud Protection®
Proactively stop attacks with external threat protection

Proactive Detection and Removal of Online Threats
We discover, report and remove a wide range of online attacks targeting your customers quickly
proactively monitor millions of information sources across Internet and email channels. Our
platform is complemented with security analyst expertise to ensure tailored and accurate
detection and takedown.

Monitoring of Social Media and App Stores
Username
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Password

takedown process before your customers can accidently download potential malware.

Company Impersonation Protection
Additionally, we monitor all new domain registrations for ones that may be imitating your
legitimate URLs.

Real-time Alerts when External Threats are Detected
Security teams receive real-time alerts when malware infections are discovered on end-user
devices, as well as alerts for potential phishing sites and account takeover. Teams also receive

Comprehensive Reporting
Complete view of incidents and incident status through the portal. Ability to set up email alerts,
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